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Let us next pass over to continental Europe. We have
reached the Rhino at Bonn, and the steamboat takes us at
once into the midst of the romantic Drachenfels, or seven
mountains, the result of volcanic agency, and still presenting
more or lees of the conical outline peculiar to almost modern
'volcanoes. These are the commencement of the romantic

scenery of the Rhine. From thence to Bingen, some sixty
or seventy miles, that river has cut its way through hills and
mountains, sometimes rising one thousand feet. Along
their base, the inhabitants have planted many a well-known
town, while old castles, half crumbled down, recall continually
the history of feudal ages; and here, too, springs up a multitude
of remembrances of startling events in more recent times.
The mind, indeed, finds itself drawn at one moment to some
historical monument, and the next to scenery of surpassing
beauty or sublimity; now the bold, overhanging rock, now the

deep recess, now the towering mountain, now the quiet deli
with its romantic villages; while every where on the north
bank, the vine-clad terraces show us what wonders human

industry can accomplish.
Nor does the Rhine lose its interest wnen we have emerged

from its Ohor into its more open valley, from Bingen to Basle,
in Switzerland. On its right bank, the Vosges Mountains,
and on its left, the Black Forest, with not unfrequent volcanic
summits, afford a fine resting-place for the eye, as the rail
car bears us rapidly over the rich intervening level. Or if
we turn aside, as to Heidelberg, on the Neckar, what can
be a more splendid sight than to stand by the old castle above
the town, and look down the valley as the sun is sinking in

the west!

But after all, it is in Switzerland, and there only, that we

meet with the climax of scenographical wonders No where

else can we find such lakes in the midst of such mountains;
such pleasant valleys bordered by such stupendous hills; such

gorges, and precipices, and passes, and especially such gla
ciers; such avalanches, such snow-Capped mountains, while

vegetation at their base, and far up their sides, is fresh and

luxuriant.

Embark for instance, at Zurich, and, crossing its beautiful
lake, direct your course towards Mount Righi. As the heavy
diligence lifts you above the lake, you begin to catch glimpses
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